Ions' motion in water.
Over the decades, a great deal of attention has been focused on the solvation and transport properties of small rigid monatomic ions such as Na+, K+, Li+, Cl-, and Br- due to their importance in physical chemistry. Much less attention has been devoted to polyatomic ions although many polyatomic ions (such as nitrate, acetate, sulfate, and ammonium) are of great importance in biological and chemical processes. While the translational diffusion of smaller rigid ions shows the remarkable nonmonotonic dependence on inverse ion size (known as the "breakdown of Walden product"), the intermediate- to large-sized polyatomic ions (such as nitrate, acetate, and sulfate) exhibit different anomalies pointed out only recently. In this Perspective article, we provide an overview of how rotational diffusion and translational diffusion of these ions themselves are coupled to translational and rotational motions of water molecules. We discuss how diffusion of polyatomic ions is different from that of monatomic ions due to the rotational self-motion of the former that enhances diffusion in specific cases because of symmetry. While a continuum hydrodynamic model fails to describe the motion of polyatomic ions, we discuss how a mode-coupling theory approach can capture many aspects of this coupling between the solute ion and solvent water. We discuss how ionic mobility in water and other dipolar solvents are intimately connected to the dipolar solvation dynamics, in particular to its ultrafast component. We point out how the usual thinking on the relation between the diffusion and entropy needs to be modified in the case of ion diffusion.